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Clear float glass in warehouse

What is 3mm clear float glass?

3mm clear float glass also called colorless glass 3mm, 3mm
float  glass,  which  derived  from  the  manufacturing  process
where molten glass is poured from the furnace and floated
evenly onto a bed of molten tin. The float glass is gently
cooled under controlled conditions to anneal the glass which
enables the glass to be cut and modified.

Shenzhen  Dragon  Glass  Co.,  Ltd  clear  glass  3mm  with  high
quality, excellent colorless and distortion free flat surface,
providing high light transmission and clarity. Clear float
glass is the core base product for most of our common glass
products and is easily adjusted to a specific requirement:
cutting, float laminating glass, etching glass and so on.

Characteristic of 3mm clear float
glass

Transparency: 3mm clear glass has high visible light
transmittance, reach almost 89%, allowing for excellent
clarity and transparency. It is the most commonly used
type of glass.
Color  Neutrality:  Clear  glass  typically  exhibits
reasonable color neutrality, meaning it maintains the
natural colors of objects seen through it.
Green Hue: As the thickness of clear glass increases, a
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green hue may become more noticeable. However, in the
case of 3mm clear glass, the green tint is very faint
when viewed on edge.
UV Blocking: Some types of 3mm clear glass, such as the
UMS Decor Crystal Clear Glass mentioned in the search
results, may have UV blocking properties. For example,
blocking 45% of UV rays while still allowing 90% light
transmission.
Smoothness: 1/8 Clear float glass, including 3mm clear
glass, is known for its good smoothness, which enhances
its visual appeal.
Optical Distortion: Clear float glass typically exhibits
no optical distortion, ensuring a clear and undistorted
view.

1/8 float glass supplier warehouse



Specification of 3mm float glass

Thickness
3mm, 1/8, 3.2mm, 3.5mm or other non-standard

thickness need be negotiation

Size
914x1220mm(3×4′), 1220x1830mm(4×6′),

1830x2440mm(6×8′), 2140x3300mm(84×130”)

Customized
Support cutting, paper separate, clear water

cleaning, logo

Standard ISO9001, CE

Production time
Almost 3-15 days depends on client

requirements

Application Mirror, green house, laminated glass, windows

Samples
Provide freely, deliver within 7 days no

include transport

Will you need a samples of sheet
glass for evaluation?

Can  cut  to  size  and  edge  polished  for  your  showing  with
clients



For over 10 years overseas business, Dragon Glass already
working with so many excellent international express company,
such as DHL, FedEx, TNT, EMS, so we have a very good rate,
please don’t worry about the budget.

How’s the inspection of the clear
float 3mm glass when delivery?

1-Inspect  a  range  of  defects,  including  blisters,
stones,  spots,  chips,  scratches,  bubbles,  inclusions,
and so on. These inspections are crucial for maintaining
the desired glass grade and ensuring the absence of
impurities.
2-To determine the quality of float glass 3mm, various



methods can be used. The sink-float comparator method is
commonly  employed  to  evaluate  the  density  of  small
pieces or specimens of glass.
3-The clarity of the glass is also an indicator of its
quality,  with  visible  impurities  or  color  tints
suggesting  inferior  material.
Overall,  the  inspection  of  clear  float  2mm  glass
involves a combination of automated inspection systems
and manual evaluation techniques to ensure the highest
quality standards are met.

How’s the packages and packing for
3mm colorless glass?



Very cool loading videos share, we can load 30 containers per
day

Comments  when  customers  received
glass products from Shenzhen Dragon
Glass

So  many  customers  like  our  glass  products,  whether  you
consider to try our glass?

Shenzhen  Dragon  Glass  Co.,  Ltd,  as  a  professional  glass
company, since 1994 build 4 production based for processed
glass, float glass, mirror glass products, and in the past 10
years, develop so many float glass production line in China,
not  just  a  investment,  but  also  make  sure  all  our  glass
quality  can  reach  what  customers  need,  win  owners  good
comments and more orders, and reach win-win business, and
established great partnership in future.
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Dragon Glass all members here ready to service you with your
any projects, if you interest, kindly contact us anytime, send
messages to us.
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